Job Tasks
To add a job related Task search the job using your preferred search method. A Job task can be added two (2) ways.
Option 1:
To Quick Add a Task click the Add + from the header of the job.

Apply the “Task” type (required), adjust the “Date Due” (by default it’s the current date), add the “Detail” of the task you
would like to have addressed, “Assign To” this field defaults to the person logged in, but can be changed by highlighting
the name and then begin typing who the task will be assigned to. Once you are finished click the “Add” button.

Note: The Administrator of the application can create frequently used Task Types going to Tools in the blue toolbar→ System Setup→
Settings→ Other Settings, Task Types.
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Task Created:

If you would like to send a Quick Email to the Task Assignee so they are aware something has been assigned to them.
Click the Quick Email button.
Quick Email Preview:

How the created Task displays within the Task Tab.
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Option 2:
Single clicking on the “Tasks” tab.

The number in parentheses is the
total amount of Tasks records
that are associated with the job.

To add a new Task click the “New Task” button, repeat the steps on Page 1 to apply the details.

You may see the “Apply Task Template” button if you’re Administrator of Punchlist Manager has created Task
Templates. Typically these are auto created when a key date has been applied to the job such as Close Date. If the auto
creation has not been applied to the template then the template can be selected from the drop down menu.
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Note: If Task Templates have not been setup by the Administrator the Apply Task Template button will not display. The
Administrator of the application can refer to the following reference document Creating Task Templates available on the University
under Training Documents → Administrator.

To complete the Task from the job single click the task line to expand type in the Resolution, click the “Complete”
button.

To Complete a Job Task and Add a new Task single click the task line to expand type in the Resolution, apply a check
mark in the Add new task box. Apply the new Task then click the click the “ Save & Complete” button.
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To resort how the Tasks display click on the header you prefer to sort by.

Example of resorting the Tasks using the Assigned To header.

Click on the Tasks tab then the Print Summary button to generate a Task List Report.
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Sample of the Print Summary - Task List Report:
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